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Abstract

This paper concerns the task of evaluating the similarity of textures instances: Rather than discriminating between different texture classes, our goal is to identify when two images display the same texture instance. To address this problem, we propose an approach inspired by alignment based recognition theories. We offer a pixel-based method, employing a robust, dense correspondence estimation engine, applied to an efficient, novel representation, to match the pixels of two texture photos. We describe means for quantifying the quality of these matches, considering in particular the quality of the flow established between the two images. These quality measures are effectively combined into similarity scores by using standard linear SVM classifiers. By relying on a general, alignment based approach our method can be applied to different problem domains (different texture classes) with little modification. We demonstrate this by reporting state-of-the-art results on benchmarks for fingerprint recognition and two new benchmarks for texture-based animal identification.

1. Introduction

Nature is abundant in examples of texture classes. These can be as large as a zebra’s stripes or as small as the intricate details of our fingerprints. The differences between different texture instances, from one individual to the next, can, and often are, used in order to distinguish between them. This fact has long since been exploited in biometrics, in order to identify humans using their fingerprints, retinal patterns, and more. Not surprisingly, many animals use similar means to distinguish between members of their own species. One such example are zebra finches (\textit{Taeniopygia guttata}). The males of this monogamous bird species present detailed textures on their chests (Fig. 1). Studies show that female finches are capable of recognizing their life-long mates based on such appearances alone. In both examples, it is the unique features of texture instances that capture the differences between individuals.

This problem is challenging, mostly because texture classes often exhibit \textit{small} intra-class variations, and it is these small variations that must be identified in order to distinguish between different instances of the same texture. Over the years, it has received considerable attention, but mostly from the perspective of fingerprint recognition, likely due to its many applications in biometrics and security. Typical fingerprint recognition methods, however, use man-tailored features, i.e., \textit{minutiae}, extracted from print images. These features include various structures unique to human fingers, such as “whorls” and “loops,” which can be compared between different prints in order to determine the identity of the fingerprint’s owner (e.g, [4, 5, 32], and many others). Of course, such features are often not defined (or do not exist) for other texture classes.

Our own approach instead considers how well two images can be aligned as its underlying measure of similarity.

Figure 1: Examples of texture instance recognition problems. Fingerprints (top left) are one example of the problem of distinguishing between textures from the same class using fine details. Male Zebra finches (top right) are identified by their female partners using the texture patterns on their chests. Chameleons change their textural patterns as a method of communication (bottom). Here, we present a method which is agnostic to the class of textures being compared, yet effective enough to obtain state-of-the-art performance on standard fingerprint recognition challenges.
The notion that alignment and recognition are fundamentally related has been suggested in the past, yet almost entirely by using rigid alignment and structured objects. Here, we turn to methods previously reserved mostly for optical flow estimation in stereo and motion analysis tasks in order to address non-rigid, unstructured, texture classes.

Our key observation is that dense, non-parametric, matching of two texture photos provides a rich source of information on their similarity. This information is expressed by multiple measures of the quality of these matches: Intuitively, if the two photos present the same texture instance, we expect that it would be easy to match every pixel in one, to every pixel in the other. Here, “easy” is expressed by the similarity of the warped photos, the smoothness of the flow, and more. These measures, when considered in unison, provide an effective novel means of determining if the same texture instance appears in both photos.

To realize our approach, we offer these contributions:

- **Efficient novel representation.** We describe a dense descriptor produced by *exploding* [34] LBP codes [31]. The resulting representation is half the size of the SIFT descriptor (128D) [27], often used for similar tasks, yet proves more effective when applied to the task at hand.

- **Flow-based similarity.** We evaluate image similarity by explicitly considering the quality of the per-pixel flow between two images. To our knowledge, this is the first principled attempt to use dense correspondences and flow quality as a similarity measure [16]. We show this information to be highly informative.

- **General pipeline.** Our system provides a novel approach to fingerprint recognition, very different from the many traditional, minutia-based approaches which dominate this field, and which we outperform. Importantly, unlike these earlier fingerprint recognition methods, we show that our method can be effectively applied to other texture recognition tasks.

2. Related work

This paper touches upon several domains, typically treated separately. Due to the vast literature in each of these fields, only a brief survey is provided here.

**Texture classification.** Classifying textures has been considered separately from the general problem of image classification due to the unique properties of textures [14]. Textures are assumed to be products of statistical processes, both local (the value of a particular pixel depends on those of its spatial neighbors) and stationary (this relationship does not depend on the spatial position of the pixel). Textures often exhibit small inter-class variability; different texture classes can appear similar, making their classification challenging. Recently, there has been a renewed interest in this problem, due to both its many applications (e.g., material classification in [25]) as well as the development of robust and invariant texture descriptors, including [13, 36].

We believe that the assumptions that are at the heart of texture classification make existing methods ill-suited for the problem at hand. This, as they are all designed with a specific goal of being invariant to precisely the small differences that distinguish individual texture instances.

**Fingerprint recognition.** Fingerprints are a particular class of textures [20] which has been studied extensively for very obvious reasons. For a comprehensive overview of the field, we refer the reader to [28]. Automatic methods for fingerprint recognition can roughly be classified as either of the three general approaches: Finger-ridge analysis methods [12] which consider features such as ridge counts, local ridge frequencies etc.; Feature-based methods seek particular fingerprint structures (i.e., minutia), represent and then match them between print images [5, 41]; finally, correlation based methods which compare the two images, as a whole, by superimposing the two images and measuring the differences between them [1]. The method proposed here can be viewed as an example of the latter method type. Despite minutia based methods currently being considered the state-of-the-art [4, 38], we surpass these results with a global approach by using a non-linear alignment method between the two images.

**Alignment and recognition.** Our approach follows what may be considered a “recognition by alignment” approach. Such methods include the correlation based methods for fingerprint recognition discussed above, but also methods ranging from the early work of Huttenlocher and Ullman [18] to the more recent object recognition by scene alignment of [33]. These methods, however, were designed for structured object classes and scenes, and rely on global image representations and parametric transformations. Moreover, these methods do not explicitly consider properties of the transformation itself (in our case, the per-pixel flow) as a means for determining image similarity.

3. Overview of our approach

**Problem definition:** We are given two texture images from the same class, I and I’. Our goal is to determine if they are both images of the same texture instance, or not. For simplicity, we assume these are grayscale images, leaving treatment of color for future work, and both are of the same dimension \(n \times m\). As mentioned before, we assume that if the photos are both of the same texture instance then matching each pixel \(p \in I\) to each pixel \(q \in I’\) (and vice versa), would be easy. Here, we consider in particular the *warp* between the two images; that is, we assume that
two images of the same subject can be matched with minimal and smooth pixel displacements, and would produce warped images very similar to each other. To accurately form these correspondences and exploit our assumptions, we take the following steps, illustrated in Fig. 2 and detailed in the next sections.

We begin by converting both images to LBP code images [31] \( C \) and \( C' \) (Fig. 2 (b)). This step assigns each pixel in both images a single integer code representing the micro-texture around that pixel (Sec. 4.1). Next, we produce our novel, per-pixel representation by exploding [34] the two code images (Fig. 2 (c)), obtaining distribution fields \( D \) and \( D' \), where each pixel is now represented as a 59D vector (Sec. 4.2). These per-pixel representations are compact, allowing them to be efficiently matched from one image to the other, but are nevertheless well suited for representing local texture information. Note that LBP or modern variants and [34] by themselves perform poorly on the task discussed here, as shown in Sec. 5.

Correspondences from \( D \) to \( D' \) and vice versa are then established, using the robust SIFT flow algorithm of [26] (Fig. 2 (d)). This allows examining the flow between the images, its quality, and the similarity of the warped images. This similarity is quantified using a number of measures designed to reflect the quality of the obtained two-sided flows (Fig. 2 (e) and Sec. 4.3). These measures are used to classify the original image pair, \( I \) and \( I' \), as belonging to the same instance (label of “same”) or not (“not-same”) using a linear SVM [7] classifier (Fig. 2 (f)).

Global alignment. As with methods designed for other recognition tasks (e.g., face recognition [15]), we rely on an initial global alignment of the two images. Here, we assume only coarse alignment and use standard tools to obtain it. The alignment process applied to the images of different problem domains and the sensitivity of our method to alignment errors are discussed in Sec. 5.

There may presumably be texture classes where this assumption would be less justified; images of some texture classes may be harder to align than others. Here, we limit ourselves to problem domains where this is not the case, and good-enough alignment can be obtained by considering either the texture itself (e.g., fingerprints) or additional contextual information (e.g., zebra finches, chameleons). This class of texture based identification problems is diverse and general enough, yet, as far as we know, there is no alternative general solution that is suitable.

4. Detailed description of our method

4.1. From images to codes

Local binary patterns (LBP) [31] are a successful texture image representation. They assign each pixel with single integer codes representing the micro-texture around that pixel (Sec. 4.1). Their successful application in many texture classification tasks is the primary reason for our choosing it here, though we use it very differently than previous work. For completeness, we next briefly describe these codes.

The LBP code assigned to each pixel is produced by sampling \( s \) values \( g_r \), \( r = 1..s \), evenly distributed on a ring centered on the pixel, and thresholding their values by the central pixel’s value, \( g_c \). This provides \( s \) bits, signifying, for each sample, if \( g_r \geq g_c \) (1) or not (0). This \( s \)-bit string is taken as the binary representation of an LBP code and assigned to that pixel. For \( s = 8 \) samples, LBP would therefore be an 8-bit binary code, or an integer value from \([0..255]\).

In practice, it was observed that only few of the possible code strings capture meaningful appearance information, useful for classification [31]. These were termed “uniform” codes, and defined as codes for which the binary string has
only few transitions from ‘1’ to ‘0’ bits, or back. In a typical implementation, and the one used here, no more than two such transitions are allowed (i.e., \( \text{LBP}^{U/2} \)), resulting in a code range of 58 values produced by uniform codes, and an additional value representing all other (non-uniform) bit strings (59 values). Our system uses the original LBP implementation from [31], with all its parameters kept unchanged (in particular, \( s = 8 \)).

Following the success of the original LBP codes, quite a few similar codes were proposed, with different advantages over LBP in different tasks. In our scheme, these other codes can serve as substitutes for LBP, to different effects. We have experimented with several such alternatives, but chose LBP as it was consistently better than these others. One such comparison is provided in Sec. 5.

4.2. From codes to dense descriptors

We define our novel, per-pixel descriptors, the distribution fields LBP (DFLBP) codes, by computing a Distribution Field (DF) over the codes assigned to each pixel. DF generalize many representations used in computer vision. The SIFT [27] and the HOG descriptors [9], for example, can both be considered DFs, wherein each pixel is represented by distributions of gradients, or their orientations, around that pixel. Our own work is somewhat more related to the definition of DF given by [34] for the purpose of tracking objects though a sequence of images.

The DF \( D \) and \( D' \) are two matrices of dimension \( n \times m \times d \), where \( n \times m \) is the spatial dimension of the two code images \( C \) and \( C' \) (also \( I, I' \)), and \( d \), the number of bins in the distribution. This last value, \( d \), represents the number of possible values each pixel in \( C \) and \( C' \) can take. \( D \) is produced from \( C \) (and \( D' \) from \( C' \)) by exploding it: Each pixel is replaced by a single-spike distribution, a Kronecker delta with \( d \) bins. That is, \( DF \) \( D \) is produced from code image \( C \), (similarly, \( D' \) from \( C' \)) as follows

\[
D(i, j, k) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } C(i, j) = k \\
0, & \text{Otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Here, \( k \) represents the LBP code value at pixel \( C(i, j) \), and can take a value from \([0, 58]\). Following this step, 2D Gaussian smoothing with standard deviation \( \sigma \) is applied along the spatial dimensions of the image \((n \times m)\) for each of the \( d \) bins. This smoothing is performed for two reasons: first, to reflect the uncertainty due to small, local motion; second, to infuse the representation of each pixel with information regarding the codes assigned to its surrounding neighbors. In all the experiments reported in Sec. 5, we used \( \sigma = 1 \), without changing this value.

We note that despite being an extremely popular image and texture representation for over a decade, to our knowledge, extracting dense, per-pixel representations from LBP codes, in the manner described above, is novel. Sec. 5 demonstrates the effectiveness of this representation by comparing it with the more widely used Dense SIFT [40] representation.

4.3. Measuring texture similarity

Following global alignment, we assume that images of the same texture should be easy to match at the per-pixel level. Underlying this assumption is the observation that textures can change in appearance – but only to a limited extent. Thus, if the same texture appears in two images, only limited, local deformations are required in order to match the features of the texture in one image to those of the other. To make this observation concrete, we next describe similarity measures which seek to determine just how much a texture image deformed in the process of matching its pixels to another texture image.

Following our encoding, we match pixels of one image to those of another using the SIFT flow of [26]. SIFT flow seeks a flow (a warp).

\[
W = \{ w_{i,j} \}_{i=1 \ldots n, j=1 \ldots m} = \{ [u_{i,j}, v_{i,j}] \}_{i=1 \ldots n, j=1 \ldots m},
\]

assigning each pixel in the \( n \times m \) image \( I \) a matching pixel with a similar representation in \( I' \), while preserving spatial discontinuities. SIFT flow originally matched Dense-SIFT descriptors as per-pixel representations. Here we instead use our own, novel representation of Sec. 4.2. The advantages of using our representation over the original Dense-SIFT are demonstrated empirically in Sec. 5.

The warp \( W \) from \( I \) to \( I' \), allows transfer of intensities from \( I' \) back to \( I \), by the “unwarp” process, defined as:

\[
I'_{w,i,j} = I'_{i+u_{i,j}, j+v_{i,j}}.
\]

Following this step, the image \( I'_{w} \) holds the intensities of image \( I' \), warped to spatial locations of their matching pixels in \( I \). We extract our similarity measures by considering both this warped image \( I'_{w} \), and the warp itself \( W \), as well as the warped image \( I'_{w} \) and its warp \( W \), obtained by computing the flow from \( I' \) back to \( I \).

Table 1 summarizes our similarities. The warped image \( I'_{w} \) (\( I'_{w} \)) is compared with the target image \( I \) (\( I' \)) using the cosine similarity (Table 1, row 1) and L2 norm (row 2). These values reflect how well flow succeeds in matching the appearance of one texture to the other, (illustrated in Fig. 3). In addition, we consider the smoothness and the magnitude of the flow displacements. These are measured by the L2 norms of the flow vectors (Table 1 row 3) and the L2 norm of the flow-vector gradients (row 4).

We compute these distances for the warp from \( I \) to \( I' \) and the warp obtained from \( I' \) to \( I \). This, as the flow returned by SIFT flow is not guaranteed to be symmetric. Thus, we represent the similarity of two textures using an 8D, real-valued vector. In order to ensure symmetry of
Table 1: Appearance and flow-based similarity measures. Here, \( v(A) \) denotes the vectorized form of matrix \( A \) and \( ||A||_F \) its Frobenious norm. \( U \) and \( V \) are the decompositions of \( W \) into two, \( n \times m \) flow matrices, storing for each image pixel \( p_{i,j} \) the displacements \( u_{i,j} \), and \( v_{i,j} \), resp.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appearance:</th>
<th>Flow:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Cosine sim.</td>
<td>( \frac{v(I^{w})^T v(I)}{\sqrt{v(I^{w})^T v(I)} \sqrt{v(I)^T v(I)}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 L2 appearance</td>
<td>(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Small disp.</td>
<td>(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Smooth flow</td>
<td>( \frac{\delta U}{\delta x}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Effect of warping fingerprints. (a-b) Aligned, pre-processed prints from the same subject; (c) their overlay, showing severe misalignments at the pixel level (in blue); (d) overlay after warp (Sec. 4.3) almost completely removes these mismatches.

comparisons, each pair of values, from \( I' \) to \( I \) and vice versa, is sorted smaller-value-first in the 8D vector. A final similarity score is then obtained from a linear SVM [7], trained on labeled same/not-same pairs.

Relation to existing work. It is worth noting that SIFT flow itself, has been used in the past to compute image similarities [26]. Here, we compare our approach to theirs, and show that our system is substantially more accurate (Sec. 5).

Also noteworthy is the relation to [3]. Like us, they compare two images by considering how easy it is to produce one image from the other. Our method, however, explicitly considers the coefficients of the warp between the two images, not just appearance similarities. Also, their method is not designed to distinguish between different texture instances as it relies on structured shapes.

Finally, the use of multiple features for classification has recently been explored by others in the related task of material classification [35]. Here, however, we use multiple similarity scores extracted by considering the same features, with a novel emphasis on the flow between the two images as the key to determining their similarity.

5. Experimental results

Our system was implemented in MATLAB, using lib-SVM [6], the LBP code from [31], and the original SIFT flow code of [26]. All parameters were left at their default values, unchanged. Thus, better results may possibly be obtained by parameter optimization. To efficiently produce distribution fields, we employed the fast, approximate Gaussian smoothing of [22], which applies multiple, multi-scale mean filters computed using integral images. The distribution fields were then linearly normalized to the range of \([0..255]\) and stored as 8-bit integer values. The resulting implementation is fast, requiring about a second to process and compare two images in all the tests reported here, on a standard PC with no optimization or specialized hardware.

We present results on three tasks, representing three very different problem domains. For fingerprint recognition we use the FVC2004-DB1 benchmark [29]. In answer to problems independently raised by two separate groups of biologists, we perform tests on images of chameleons and zebra finches. Chameleon images represent 13 different behavior patterns, and the task is to determine which one was being broadcast by the chameleon males. Zebra finch images include twenty male individuals, and the task is to identify each male based on the zebra-like pattern on its chest. Both these sets are smaller then some of the large contemporary computer vision benchmarks, yet they reflect real problems and real data, painstakingly collected by domain experts.

In all our tests, we report the error rate (ERR), False Match Rate (FMR), lowest false rejection rate (FRR) for FMR\(\leq 1\%\) (FMR100), and same with FMR\(=0\%\) (FMRO). In all cases, lower values are better.

The following methods are compared in all our tests.

1. **SIFT flow (min):** Original SIFT flow [26], with the minimal energy of its cost function, computed for two warps \( W \) and \( W' \), used as a similarity score.

2. **SIFT flow (mean):** Same as (1), using the mean energy between the two flows instead on the minimum. SIFT flow results, using both the mean and min of its energy, are presented in order to show the improvement of our combined representation and similarity score over its original energy function.

3. **CLBP:** A recent successful LBP variant, developed for texture classification [13]. We use their full method for comparing textures and making same/not-same decisions: Images are represented as histograms of CLBP codes, and classification is performed according to the distances between these histograms. We include this method to show how texture classification methods perform in texture instance recognition tasks.
We additionally tested the following variants of our method.

4. **Us + SIFT**: Our similarity of Sec. 4.3, using Dense-SIFT (DSIFT) descriptors. That is, steps (b-c) in Fig. 2 are replaced with extraction of standard DSIFT features [40]. These results are provided in order to evaluate the contribution of our novel representation to the overall recognition performance.

5. **Us + CLBP**: Our full scheme using CLBP codes [13] (step (b) in Fig. 2 replaced by computing CLBP codes instead of LBP codes). We produce two separate distribution fields for their two code images, \( CLBP_S \) and \( CLBP_M \), and concatenate them into a single \( n \times m \times d, d = d_s + d_m \) representation. We tested several of their variants, and show the one which provided the best space-performance trade-off – the rotationally invariant, uniform CLBP codes – requiring an \( n \times m \times 20 \) dimensional representation.

6. **Us + DFLBP**: Our full scheme using exploded LBP codes (Sec. 4).

Tested, but not shown is our system using the following two alternative per pixel representations: non-smoothed DF (i.e., sparse, binary vector representations) and vectorized, \( 7 \times 7 \) neighborhoods of LBP codes. Both achieved very low results and were therefore excluded from our results.

### 5.1. Fingerprint recognition

We test our method on the FVC2004-DB1 benchmark, still considered today the most challenging of its kind [24], using the protocol defined by that contest. Training is limited to ten individual fingers, each one represented by eight prints, in set “B.” The test set, “A,” includes 100 individuals, again, with eight prints each. All images were first pre-processed using standard fingerprint enhancement routines [17], and publicly available code [23]. Prints were then aligned using the shape-context based method of [1], using the authors’ own code. The same alignment was used in all tests, excluding results reported by others (e.g. [2, 12, 38]), which used their own, newer and presumably better alignment methods. Four example fingerprint images are provided in Fig. 4 (left).

Training was performed using all available pairs of same images in set B: 280 image pairs. For the not-same pairs, we used only the first image of each individual, coupling it with the others, for 360 not-same pairs. Following training with SVM, testing was performed by evaluating the performance on set A. Here, again, all possible same pairs were used (2,800), and again, only the first image of each individual, was coupled with the first image of all other individuals to assemble not-same test pairs.

Results are presented in Table 2, and ROC curves in Fig. 5 (left). We provide also performances of the following recent methods, developed exclusively for this task.


8. **Gottschlich** [12] who build on a commercial fingerprint recognition engine by proposing better print enhancement. Only equal error rates (ERR) were published for this method.

9. **Bartunek et al.** [2], who proposed their own enhancement method. Recognition was performed using the NBIS software for fingerprint recognition developed by NIST [30].

10. **Sutthiwichaiporn and Areekul** [38], who presented yet another print enhancement technique, classifying using a previously published method [19]. Here too, only equal error rates (ERR) were reported.

11. **Peralta et al.** [32] where a method for pre-filtering minutia features is described and shown to improve both accuracy and speed of print recognition. No FMR0 scores are reported for their method.

Remarkably, although our method (row 6) was not specifically designed for fingerprint recognition (as those in rows 7,8), it outperforms specialized methods with a noticeable gap. This gap is far greater when comparing our method with the texture classification method of [13] (row 3). Despite being designed for the seemingly related task of texture classification, it does poorly here due to the pooling of codes over image regions, a process which masks results in a loss of information valuable for discriminating between different texture instances. Finally, our suggested representation (Sec. 4), though half the size of the SIFT descriptor, achieves better performance in these tests (row 6 vs. row 4).

Also notable is the advantage of the proposed descriptors over the more traditional dense SIFT. We believe the reason for this is that SIFT low-pass filters the image intensities directly, hence potentially losing high frequency information. This information is particularly vital for textured images where it is the high frequency details which often distinguish between different texture instances. Our DFLBP avoids this by smoothing distribution fields rather than images directly.

**Effect of global alignment.** It is interesting to note the effect global alignment has on the system’s performance. Specifically, our errors were due entirely to extreme errors in the alignment step. This is significant, as the same or more recent alignment [2, 12, 38] was used by others, but with lower accuracy.

---

Figure 4: Example images from our benchmarks. Left: Fingerprints from the FVC2004-DB1 benchmark [29]; mid: male Chameleon body textures; right: male Zebra finches. In each of these sets, one of the images belongs to a different class than the others. Despite being very similar, forensic experts and specialist Biologists can typically spot the odd one in each set.

Table 2: FVC2004-DB1 results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>ERR</th>
<th>FMR100</th>
<th>FMR0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. SIFT flow (min)</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. SIFT flow (mean)</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. CLBP</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Us + SIFT</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Us + CLBP</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>66.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Us + DFLBP</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. [4], 2012</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. [12], 2012</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. [2], 2013</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. [38], 2013</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. [32], 2014</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Chameleon results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>ERR</th>
<th>FMR100</th>
<th>FMR0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. SIFT flow (mean)</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. SIFT flow (min)</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. CLBP</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Us + SIFT</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Us + CLBP</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Us + DFLBP</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. [4], 2012</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. [12], 2012</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. [2], 2013</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. [38], 2013</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. [32], 2014</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Zebra Finch results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>ERR</th>
<th>FMR100</th>
<th>FMR0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. SIFT flow (mean)</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. SIFT flow (min)</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. CLBP</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Us + SIFT</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Us + CLBP</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Us + DFLBP</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all three tables, lower values are better, shaded cells are best scores. Please see text for more details.

5.2. Chameleon behavior recognition

Males of the common chameleon species (chamaeleo chamaeleon) are known to employ different mating tactics, varying between large dominant males and small subordinate males, males mimicking female behavior, and more. Often, alternative tactics are characterized by distinctive color patterns [8, 37]. Here, we test our system’s capability, by determining if image-pairs of these patterns represent the same behavior or not. Hence, unlike our other tests, small texture differences signify not different individuals, but rather different behavioral signals. In our tests we use only grayscale images, leaving treatment of color for future work. Color cues, which contribute much discriminative information, are therefore not used; recognition is determined solely by the texture patterns.

For our tests, we use a database of 109, adult chameleon body, grayscale photos (see Fig. 4 (mid)). These were classified by experts into 13 color patterns, based on similar color, stripes, and skin patches. Patterns represent different behavioral tactics, and include labels such as: small-size brown males and females during breeding season; medium-size brown males and females during breeding season; small-size brown males during courtship; medium-size brown males during courtship; and large-size green males during courtship. Our system was applied directly to these images, without prior-alignment or any other preprocessing. In our tests, 2,000 image pairs are used, half are pairs from the same category and half with different texture patterns. Of these pairs, 1,600 are used for training, and the remaining 400 used for testing. Results are reported in Table 3 and Fig. 5 (mid). Evidently, this task is harder than fingerprint recognition, with performance scores dropping to near chance for some methods. This is not surprising, as the expert labeling of these categories often relied on color to class discrimination, but this information was not used our tests. Still, our full approach does far better than the others, succeeding in classifying a great deal of the images, despite the absence of color, with the CLBP variant of our method coming in a distant second.

5.3. Zebra finch male recognition

Zebra finches mate for life, and effort has been made by Biologists to understand how partners recognize each other
in, often very large, flocks. One possibility is that different individuals have unique songs or behaviors. In one recent study [11], female finches were trained to peck at a digital screen whenever a still-image of their mate was presented, thus demonstrating that females recognize their mates based on appearance only.

We test whether recognition is possible solely based on the zebra patterns on the males’ chests (Fig. 4 (right)). These patterns are unique to each individual, and so can conceivably be used for recognition. This task is exceedingly difficult as the differences between these patterns are small, but they were often not clearly visible in our images.

Our data consists of a total of 138, high-resolution photos, of 16 finch males. We preprocessed these photos by aligning them using SIFT [27] keypoints extracted from the entire bird, and used to compute affine transformations from all bird photos to a single, manually selected reference image. A mask was then manually drawn around the texture of the reference bird, and applied to all aligned images, at the same coordinates, to produce the input for our method. In our test protocol, we created 1,920 pairs of such images, of which 640 were used for training and the remaining pairs for testing. Both test and train sets consisted of half same pairs and half not-same pairs.

Results are reported in Table 4. ROC curves are also provided, in Fig. 5 (right). Here too, the same pattern is evident, whereby our method, using LBP codes, outperforms both the larger SIFT descriptor, as well as the CLBP variant. The gap between these three methods and all others remains substantial. We note that the alignment step accounted to very few of the errors made by our system (less than 15% of the errors); errors were almost entirely due to the challenging viewing conditions in this set.

6. Conclusions

Methods specialized to specific imaging domains often utilize domain knowledge in order to extract explicit information. While this level of information is unavailable to more general methods, these enjoy a broader interest and often a more rapid evolution. Here, we show that a recent but widely used optical flow computation method can be adapted to texture identification domains by replacing the underlying descriptors and by a principled evaluation of the flow established between the two images, as well as the similarity of the warped images themselves.

We show that the proposed system outperforms recent published results in the domain of fingerprint recognition, yet is able to outperform alternative methods in two other biological identification tasks. As progress is made to the various components of this system (e.g., descriptor invariance properties [10, 39], matching engine quality [21] etc.) we expect the capabilities of this approach to likewise improve. Notwithstanding this potential, we would also like to incorporate our proposed generic system more closely with specific problem domains. Employing our proposed generic system in concert with domain information based techniques, for example, performing minutia analysis for fingerprint recognition may provide addition gains.
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